Finder: Tom K., Halden, Norway  
Using: *AT Pro International*  
Find: 1709 Frederik IV silver 8 shilling

Finder: Ace C., Grand Rapids, MI  
Using: *AT Pro*  
Find: 1836 silver Capped Bust dime

Finder: Elwood M., KY  
Using: *AT Gold*  
Find: 1853 Braided Hair large cent

Finder: Steven B., Medford, NJ  
Using: *AT Pro*  
Find: 14K gold ring with diamond in an antique plating

Finder: Michelle V., Blackpool, United Kingdom  
Using: *AT Pro International*  
Find: Michelle recalls the day she discovered her gold hammered coin:

"At a recent charity dig in Monks Kirby, Rugby, UK with my amazing *AT Pro International* detector (which I call Robyn), I discovered this extremely rare Richard III Half Angel gold hammered coin. Apparently it is so amazing that I didn’t even realize what I discovered. There are only three known to exist. I found it on a ploughed field about 17 inches down. The ground was like a clay substance, quite thick. I had 'her' on Pro Mode and the Target ID rang up as a 65, although a little scratchy. Yes, I was also made to do my first hammy dance."

Congratulations, Michelle, on your first hammered coin find!

Finder: Valerie S., Mechanicsville, MD  
Using: *AT Pro*  
Find: 1790 Spanish one reale

Finder: Tomas F., Kittsee, Austria  
Using: *ACE 250*  
Find: WWII German helmet
Finder: Brian P., Middletown, NY
Using: AT Pro
Find: US/Mexican border service medallion

Finder: Michael C., North East, MD
Using: AT Pro
Find: Ostby and Barton gold ring

Finder: Leonard E., Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom
Using: ACE 400i
Find: Silver hammered coin

Finder: Alex T., Isle of Wight, United Kingdom
Using: AT Gold
Find: Celtic stater silver coin, circa 50BC-20BC

Finder: Michael C., North East, MD
Using: AT Pro
Find: Ostby and Barton gold ring

Finder: David P., Gastonia, NC
Using: ACE 350
Find: Civil War U.S. horse bridle rosette

Finder: Darrell S., Conshohocken, PA
Using: AT Pro
Find: Gold wedding band

Finder: Dwayne T., Newfoundland, Canada
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Metal case with four silver coins — three 1865 Newfoundland 20 cent pieces and an incredible condition 1849 Spanish 4 reale

Garrett’s Code of Detecting Ethics

Charles Garrett always urged his fellow searchers to conduct themselves as responsible treasure hunters and to leave their hunt areas in better condition than they found them. Here are just a few of his keys to good conduct in the field:

- Never trespass or hunt on private property without permission.
- National and state parks/monuments, etc. are absolutely off-limits.
- Always fill in every hole that you dig.
- Do not leave litter or other discarded junk items lying around.
- Always carry out all rubbish and dug targets with you when you leave a search area.
- Use reasonable caution in digging toward any target, particularly in areas where you are uncertain of the ground conditions.
- Keep informed on and obey all local and national legislation relating to the discovery and reporting of found treasures.
Finder: Andy S., Rotorua, New Zealand
Using: AT Pro
Find: "I was hunting with two good mates at a lake that has produced many great targets in the form of old coins and jewelry in the past," Andy said. Hearing a faint high tone among almost solid iron, he used his sand scoop to pry up what he thought was a piece of rusty old pipe. He found instead that he had discovered an Enfield Pattern 1853 rifle-musket. "I have been hunting for a relic like this for over five years and to date this is absolutely my favorite find," said Andy.

Finder: Chandler S., Shippensburg, PA
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1735 King George II half penny

Finder: Jay Dee J., Disputanta, VA
Using: AT Pro
Find: Civil War US plate

Finder: Gary G., Northumberland, United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro International
Find: 1782 George III 1 guinea 22k gold coin

Finder: Gary & Ian W., Antelope, CA
Using: ACE 350
Find: Ian’s first detecting find—a pulltab

Finder: Joel P., Santa Fe, TX
Using: ACE 250
Find: 1943 silver war nickle

Finder: Martino T., Genoa, Italy
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Ancient silver coin of the Republic of Genoa, estimated to be 1300 years old

Finder: Tomas, South Lake Tahoe, CA
Using: AT Pro
Find: Bauer .25 ACP gun

Finder: Tracy F., Punta Gorda, FL
Using: ACE 250 and Pro-Pointer AT
Find: On a family trip to Oklahoma, Tracy and her family took out the ACE 250 and their Pro-Pointer AT to search for treasure. She shares, "We all brought our metal detectors on this trip. We have never found ‘real’ treasure… a penny, a nickel and lots of trash. Every item we find has a story, though! It might be an old Indian hair tie, an ancient nail, a prehistoric fishing hook… we always use our imagination! One day we will find ‘treasure’ but the time we spend together and the stories we have, and the stories we make up, are the best treasures of all!"

Finder: Thomas, South Lake Tahoe, CA
Using: AT Pro
Find: Bauer .25 ACP gun

Family Fun
Finder: Leonardo C., Tucumán, Argentina
Using: AT Gold
Find: 1864 Triple alliance war pin

Finder: Brian Y., Syracuse, NY
Using: AT Pro
Find: War of 1812 script I button

Finder: Garren K., Fort Worth, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: Intact Civil War James artillery shell

Finder: Mike K., Greenville, SC
Using: AT Pro
Find: Greek hammered bronze coin, estimated to be 2,237 years old

Finder: Kristian N., Västra Götaland, Sweden
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Jewelry discoveries from June to October 2016—17 silver rings, one gold ring, a gold necklace, and five junk rings.

Finder: Juan P., Garland, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: Rare 1914 "The Palace Drug Store Cullim & Porter Props." Mesquite Texas five cent trade token

Finder: Al C., Columbia, SC
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1751 Spanish half reale coin made into a ring

Finder: Mike K., Greenville, SC
Using: AT Pro
Find: Greek hammered bronze coin, estimated to be 2,237 years old

Finder: Walt K., Milford, CT
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1789 George Washington inaugural button

Finder: Juan P., Garland, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: Rare 1914 "The Palace Drug Store Cullim & Porter Props." Mesquite Texas five cent trade token

Finder: Bodie, Mareeba, Australia
Using: ACE 400i
Find: Bodie hunted the land adjacent to an old schoolhouse for several different days. "It was the biggest 1 and 2-cent rich ground I've ever hunted," he said. He ended up with 376 coins in his next few hunts on the site, while his buddy dug over 390 coins in a 40-square meter block with his AT Pro. Mixed in with all of the clad coins, Bodie did manage to dig a few silvers, including the 1957 shilling (above).
Finder: Steve D., Wills Point, TX
Using: **ACE 250**
Find: 10k gold necklace

Finder: Jody H., Bonham, TX
Using: **ACE 250**
Find: Elks Club "BPOE" badge

Finder: Joel K., Jane Lew, WV
Using: **AT Pro**
Find: 1925 makeup compact, Djer kiss (Kissing Fairies)

Finder: Shane S., Charles Town, WV
Using: **AT Gold**
Find: 1861 Seated Liberty silver half dime

Finder: Bostjan, Ilirska Bistrica, Slovenia
Using: **ACE 250**
Find: WWII anti-partisan badges

Finder: Curtis C., San Diego, CA
Using: **Infinium LS**
Find: Gold nugget ring

Finder: Anica C., Gorj, Romania
Using: Euro/ACE
Find: Anica discovered 60 silver Roman coins. Here are just a few of the coins that she found.

Finder: Ned C., Huntsville, AL
Using: **GTAx 750**
Find: Class ring found and returned

Finder: Mariusz K., Buskerund, Norway
Using: **ACE 250**
Find: Silver ring

Finder: Paulette K., Sayre, PA
Using: **AT Pro**
Find: Toy gun

Finder: Kenn J., Northfield, MA
Using: **AT Pro**
Find: Civil War US buckle
Finder: Ashton S., Kalispell, MT  
Using: ACE 250  
Find: 15 different coins, including: silver quarters, three different types of nickels, two Mercury dimes and one Roosevelt silver dime, an Indian Head penny, and two wheat pennies. All of these were discovered in Ashton’s back yard, including the gold-plated pin.

Finder: Linda B., Chapmansboro, TN  
Using: AT Pro  
Find: Linda’s nephew Dawson discovered this WWI General Service button at the old family farm house.

Finder: Justin B., Aberdeen, WA  
Using: AT Pro  
Find: 1911-S silver Barber quarter

Finder: Steven A., Chesapeake, VA  
Using: AT Pro  
Find: Spanish half reale cob

Finder: Richard C., Holmen, WI  
Using: AT Pro  
Find: 1856 large cent

Finder: Greg B., Powhatan, VA  
Using: AT Pro  
Find: Colonial rotary seal matrix

Finder: George H., Villa Park, CA  
Using: AT Pro  
Find: Coin purse with $19.85, all modern coins

Finder: Mohd N., Perak, Malaysia  
Using: ACE 350  
Find: Ancient Kelantan sultanate gold coin

Finder: Douglas H., Afton, VA  
Using: AT Pro  
Find: Masons belt buckle

Finder: Michael L., East Hampton, CT  
Using: AT Pro  
Find: "Saint Florian Protect Us" gold pendent

Finder: Benjie C., Aklan, Philippines  
Using: ACE 250  
Find: 14k gold ring with 3/4 carat diamond

Finder: Rafal S., Pokrzywy, Poland  
Using: EuroACE  
Find: 1810 Polish grosz coin
NEW!
Z-LYNK WIRELESS SYSTEM
PN: 1627100 MSRP: 149.95

Finder: Heriberto C., New Haven, CT
Using: AT Gold
Find: Sterling silver spoon (top)

Finder: Lee F., Fife, United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro International
Find: 1785 George III gold guinea

Finder: Marvin B., Charleston, AR
Using: ACE 400
Find: 1883 silver Morgan dollar

Finder: Bill P., Catskill, NY
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1852 3 cent "trime" coin

Finder: Tomas F., Kittsee, Austria
Using: ACE 250
Find: 1925 Austrian silver coin

Finder: Joe W., Covington, KY
Using: AT Pro
Find: Love token engraved on a silver half dollar

Finder: Tenris M., Supply, NC
Using: AT Pro
Find: Pre-Civil War militia buckle and ten buttons

Finder: Kevin D., Shelton, CT
Using: AT Pro
Find: Pre-1830s NY Militia button

Finder: Bill P., Catskill, NY
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1852 3 cent "trime" coin

Finder: Jean L., Quebec, Canada
Using: ACE 400i
Find: British army hat badge

Finder: Lee F., Fife, United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro International
Find: 1785 George III gold guinea

Finder: Marvin B., Charleston, AR
Using: ACE 400
Find: 1883 silver Morgan dollar

Finder: Brandon S., Swanzey, NH
Using: AT Pro
Find: Repurposed 1782 Spanish silver half reale
**ACE 300™**

*DIGITAL TARGET ID
*7” X 10” PERFORMANCE SEARCHCOIL
*PULSE-WIDTH MODULATION AUDIO
*NEW ADJUSTABLE FREQUENCY
*CAMLOCKS FOR STABILITY

**3 FREE ACCESSORIES!**

---

**Finder:** Martin A., Wales, United Kingdom  
**Using:** AT Gold  
**Find:** Roman silver denari coin, circa 162AD

---

**Finder:** Joost R., Limburg, Netherlands  
**Using:** Euro/ACE  
**Find:** WWII German mortar grenade

---

**Finder:** Tomislav K., Slovenia  
**Using:** ACE 250  
**Find:** Four Hungarian silver coins, Ferdinand denar and Rudolf denar, circa 1550-1601

---

**Finder:** Teake Y., Sayre, PA  
**Using:** AT Pro  
**Find:** 1808 East India Company shipwreck coin

---

**Finder:** Brett F., Madison, WI  
**Using:** ACE 200  
**Find:** 1808 East India Company shipwreck coin

---

**Finder:** Kelli R., Springfield, OH  
**Using:** AT Pro  
**Find:** Antique cigarette lighter

---

**Finder:** Brian Y., Syracuse, NY  
**Using:** AT Pro  
**Find:** Intact Colonial cufflinks, circa late 1700s to early 1800s

---

**Finder:** Edgar H., Guanajuato, Mexico  
**Using:** AT Pro International  
**Find:** 10 silver Macuquinas coins, circa 1600s

---

**Finder:** Christopher L., Wrexham, United Kingdom  
**Using:** ACE 400i  
**Find:** 1561 Elizabeth the 1st silver three pence

---

**Finder:** Greg G., Middlebourne, WV  
**Using:** AT Pro  
**Find:** Greg shares his first silver discovery (a beautiful silver ring) while detecting with his AT Pro

---

**Finder:** Greg shares his first silver discovery (a beautiful silver ring) while detecting with his AT Pro
Finder: Damian S., Lubelskie, Poland
Using: EuroACE
Find: Poland military officer’s pouch eagle emblem, circa 1815-1830s

Finder: Mike L., East Hampton, CT
Using: AT Pro
Find: "St. Christopher Be My Guide" car visor clip

Finder: Keith W., Yorkshire, United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Roman copper/alloy plated brooch, circa 80AD-250AD

Finder: Padraig H., Midlothian, United Kingdom
Using: ACE 250
Find: 1887 Queen Victoria gold half sovereign

Finder: Mike L., East Hampton, CT
Using: AT Pro
Find: While searching a Boy Scout Camp, Dave discovered this wallet that contained a silver Mercury and Roosevelt dime, a 1942 silver Washington quarter, a 1943 silver Walking Liberty half dollar, and three wheat pennies.

Finder: Brandon C., North Chesterfield, VA
Using: GTAx 550
Find: Civil War box and breast plate

Finder: John K., Pottsville, PA
Using: GTI 2500
Find: Tungsten carbide wedding ring

Finder: Stefan B., Sachsen Anhalt, Germany
Using: ACE 400i
Find: 14 Medieval coins discovered with the ACE 400i, all on the same day

Finder: Rodney B., Stow, OH
Using: GTAx 550
Find: 1946 silver dime

Finder: Christiaan S., South Witham, Great Britain
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Silver Celtic stater, estimated to be from 200BC
Finder:  Scott F., Sullivan, IN  
Using:  AT Pro  
Find:  1841-O Seated Liberty dime

Finder:  Chris H., Jefferson City, MO  
Using:  AT Pro  
Find:  1807 Capped Bust half dollar

Finder:  Chris O., Kerhonkson, NY  
Using:  AT Pro  
Find:  1864 Indian Head penny

Finder:  Nikolaus L., Lower Austria, Austria  
Using:  EuroACE  
Find:  Bronze Age arrowhead, circa 800-1300BC

Finder:  Daniel C., Glenrothes Fife, Scotland  
Using:  AT Pro International  
Find:  James IV half unicorn gold coin, circa 1488-1513

Finder:  Juan G., San Juan, TX  
Using:  AT Pro  
Find:  1900 Indian Head penny

Finder:  Trevor L., Mount Clemens, MI  
Using:  AT Pro  
Find:  1872 British silver shilling fashioned into a love token

Finder:  Mark and Boston G., Spokane Valley  
Using:  ACE 250  
Find:  Mark and Boston make their first ring and necklace discoveries

Finder:  Trevor L., Mount Clemens, MI  
Using:  AT Pro  
Find:  1872 British silver shilling fashioned into a love token

Finder:  Tim C., Mansfield, OH  
Using:  AT Pro  
Find:  German States Schwarzburg spitzgroschen, circa 1555-1570

Finder:  Bob S., Excelsior Springs, MO  
Using:  AT Pro  
Find:  1841-O Liberty Seated dime

Finder:  Patrick C., Quebec, Canada  
Using:  AT Pro International  
Find:  14k gold ring with 23 diamonds

Finder:  Josh C., South Australia, Australia  
Using:  AT Pro International  
Find:  Commonwealth Key and Property Register tag, circa 1910-1920s
Finder: David K., Armagh, United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro
Find: WWI .925 silver and gold brooch with "DINNA FORGET" inscribed on the back

Finder: Nicholas S., Kilgore, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1816 King George III Bullhead silver shilling

Finder: John H., York, PA
Using: ACE 250
Find: Men’s sterling silver ring missing its stone

Finder: David P., Gastonia, NC
Using: ACE 350
Find: All found within eight hours of detecting with his trusty ACE 350

Finder: Lanny P., Clarksville, IA
Using: ACE 400
Find: 1893 and 1884 Indian Head pennies

Finder: Michael H., White Oak, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: 13 silver coins and a silver ring, all found on the same trip to Wisconsin

Finder: Guy M., Columbiana, OH
Using: AT Pro
Find: Four inch big sterling silver dragon pendant

Finder: Dustin B., Aubrey, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: Returned locket

Finder: Bill P., Catskill, NY
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1817 Liberty Head large cent

Finder: Mark M., Little Rock, AR
Using: AT Pro
Find: Crystal White laundry soap token, circa 1920s

Finder: Nicholas S., Kilgore, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: WWI .925 silver and gold brooch with “DINNA FORGET” inscribed on the back

Finder: John H., York, PA
Using: ACE 250
Find: Men’s sterling silver ring missing its stone

Finder: Michael H., White Oak, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: 13 silver coins and a silver ring, all found on the same trip to Wisconsin

Finder: Guy M., Columbiana, OH
Using: AT Pro
Find: Four inch big sterling silver dragon pendant

Finder: Dustin B., Aubrey, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: Returned locket

Finder: Bill P., Catskill, NY
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1817 Liberty Head large cent
NEW ACE 400

*DIGITAL TARGET ID
*IRON AUDIO
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**NEW ACE 400**

Finder: A. T., Isle of Wight, United Kingdom
Using: *AT Gold*
Find: Portuguese 2000 reis gold coin discovered in the UK countryside

Finder: Chuck & Ryan G., Kingston, NH
Using: *AT Pro*
Find: While searching at a local lake, Chuck’s son discovered this inscribed WWII .50 cal bullet. The inscription reads “Plane Crash, Kingston, NH, 5-3-1943”. Chuck shares, “We discovered that a pilot, on the inscribed date, parachuted out of his plane which subsequently crashed in or close to Kingston, NH. His name was 2nd Lt. Edward E. Paetz. Unfortunately the LT. passed away in a local hospital as a result of injuries sustained from his ordeal. We suspect that the inscribed bullet which my son found was a tribute to him.”

Finder: Darren J., Gauteng, South Africa
Using: *AT Pro International*
Find: New South Wales military forces martingale badge

Finder: Rafal S., Pokrzywy, Poland
Using: *EuroACE*
Find: Rafal has made some excellent finds with his Garrett EuroACE. Here are just a few of his coin discoveries: a Frederick the Great 3-Krajcary silver, circa 1712-1786 (top), 1666 Grand Duchy of Lithuania szelag (top right), and a 1753 King Augustus III of Saxony szelag (bottom right)

Finder: Rafal S., Pokrzywy, Poland
Using: *EuroACE*
Find: Rafal has made some excellent finds with his Garrett EuroACE. Here are just a few of his coin discoveries: a Frederick the Great 3-Krajcary silver, circa 1712-1786 (top), 1666 Grand Duchy of Lithuania szelag (top right), and a 1753 King Augustus III of Saxony szelag (bottom right)

Finder: Jeffery L., Hardwick, MA
Using: *ACE 250*
Find: 1877 Carson City Seated Liberty silver dime

Finder: Jeffery L., Hardwick, MA
Using: *ACE 250*
Find: SPADE padlock dated February 25, 1896

Finder: Colin C., Bramley, England
Using: *ACE 250*
Find: Silver hammered coin with a hole punched in it

Finder: Jerry R., Newfoundland, Canada
Using: *AT Pro International*
Find: 1908 silver 5 cents coin

Finder: Stewart M., Lewisville, NC
Using: *AT Pro*
Find: Siam (modern day Thailand).925 sterling silver ring

Finder: Colin C., Bramley, England
Using: *ACE 250*
Find: Silver hammered coin with a hole punched in it

Finder: Jody H., Bonham, TX
Using: *ACE 250*
Find: SPADE padlock dated February 25, 1896
May 2017 Winners

U.S. Winner #1
Finder: Raymond E., Allen, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1505 Saville, Spain vellon coin

U.S. Winner #2
Finder: Paul M., Winston Salem, NC
Using: AT Pro
Find: W.W.II “Victory” bracelet

U.S. Winner #3
Finder: Bryan R., Ocala, FL
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1776 British musket rifle trigger guard

International #1
Finder: Harry M., United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Roman gold coin in mint condition

International #2
Finder: Roy H., United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Gold Iceni quarter stater coin

International #3
Finder: Angus L., Australia
Using: ATX
Find: 3 gold nuggets, 73.26 grams

June 2017 Winners

U.S. Winner #1
Finder: Paul M., LA
Using: AT Gold
Find: White gold ring with diamonds

U.S. Winner #2
Finder: Nicholas G., Leominster MA
Using: ACE 400
Find: 1749 silver Spanish half real

U.S. Winner #3
Finder: Ian M., Akron, OH
Using: ACE 200
Find: 1913 Eagle dollar gold coin

International #1
Finder: Nicola P., Italy
Using: ACE 250
Find: German military artifacts

International #2
Finder: Benjamin K., Germany
Using: AT Pro International
Find: 1394 Dukaten Sigismund Von Ungarn gold coin

International #3
Finder: Angus L., Australia
Using: ATX
Find: 3 gold nuggets, 73.26 grams

EDITOR’S NOTE

The Garrett Searcher can be read in digital format by signing up with your email account or by reading or printing it from our website.

Thank you for the tremendous volume of great finds photos that you’ve been sending in. Because of this response to Vaughan’s giveaways, we are unable to publish all of the better finds in a timely manner. But, stay tuned! We plan to include many of your finds in future issues. Thanks for your continued support of Garrett.

Welcome to the Garrett Search Team!

Everyone who participates in Vaughan Garrett’s Favorite Find of the Month will receive a FREE Garrett patch.

Three options to submit a story to Vaughan:

1. Email testimonials@garrett.com
2. Mail to: Garrett Metal Detectors
   Attn: Marketing Department
   1881 W. State St. Garland, TX 75042
3. Submit your photo and story online by using the “Submit a Story” form.

http://www.garrett.com/hobbysite/hbby_submit_a_story.aspx

Visit this web page for more details on Vaughan’s Favorite Find of the Month.

Keep submitting your stories!

- Wireless Freedom allows you to cut the cord to your detector
- Allows fast target recovery
- Wireless fast! Six times faster than Bluetooth speed
- Extended hunting time per charge

FREE!

Z-Lynk WIRELESS SYSTEM
(or other items in 2017)

Vaughan will pick a U.S. and international Favorite Find each month. Each winner will receive a free Garrett product. Check garrett.com for the latest!
Here are some of the recent winners!

Visit garrett.com to submit your story. You could be next!

July 2017 Winners

**U.S. Winner #1**
Finder: Brian L., Benbrook, TX
Using: AT Pro
Find: 14k diamond and ruby gold ring

**U.S. Winner #2**
Finder: Larry H., Coon Rapids, MN
Using: AT Pro
Find: Grand Army of the Republic membership badge

August 2017 Winners

**U.S. Winner #1**
Finder: Brandon M., Middlesex, NY
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1650s HS Jesuit trade ring

**U.S. Winner #2**
Finder: Jason A., WA
Using: AT Pro
Find: Diamond platinum earring

September 2017 Winners

**U.S. Winner #1**
Finder: Jeffery P., VA
Using: AT Pro
Find: Civil War VMI cadet button

**U.S. Winner #2**
Finder: Jeremy P., MT
Using: AT Pro
Find: 1858 Pre-Civil War revolver

**International #1**
Finder: Germano F., Italy
Using: ACE 250
Find: Rare denarius gold coin, dated 453AD

**International #2**
Finder: Mario L., Quebec, Canada
Using: AT Pro International
Find: 1714 six deniers silver coin

**International #3**
Finder: Juan C., Chile
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Sword Eposca of the Colony

**International #1**
Finder: Wilfried de H., Netherlands
Using: AT Pro International
Find: 17th century gold Fede-ring

**International #2**
Finder: Paula P., United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Crescentic terret ring

**International #3**
Finder: Antonio P., Portugal
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Visigothic gold coin, circa 649-672AD

**International #1**
Finder: Tor H., Norway
Using: AT Gold
Find: British Navy button (Napoleonic Era)

**International #2**
Finder: Michelle V., United Kingdom
Using: AT Pro International
Find: Extremely rare Richard III half angel gold hammered coin

**International #3**
Finder: Simon M., United Kingdom
Using: ACE 400i
Find: 1421 Henry VI gold noble coin
Hunt spaces will be limited: sign-up now!

In honor of our late founder, Garrett is planning another big detecting rally—the Charles Garrett Memorial Hunt II, to be held during the weekend of March 24-25, 2018. Once again, the event will be held near the small, historic town of Jefferson, Texas—once a thriving riverport in the 1800s. The Garrett hunt will feature both seeded hunts and native hunting in an area where history dating to the Civil War could potentially be dug.

For paid entrants, basic open hunting of historic areas will actually begin at noon on Friday, March 23. The Basic Hunt package includes: a free hunt T-shirt; participation in up to four prize hunts; park admission; and tent camping at Diamond Don’s RV Park, the site of the Garrett hunt. (RV sites are additional cost; check directly with Diamond Don’s for rates.)

The two premium hunts, the Silver Hunt and the Relic Hunt, each require an additional hunt fee. There are six total hunts, each of which offer participants the chance to win metal detectors, pin pointers, and Garrett accessories as prizes. Special prize tokens hidden throughout the campground property will provide additional chances to win prizes.

Hunt packages for the Charles Garrett Memorial Hunt start at $60, but even non-hunters can enjoy the weekend for a $5 park entry fee. Children ages 12 and under can participate in a special Kids’ Hunt on Saturday afternoon. A group of YouTube metal detecting stars (seen above) are scheduled to be on hand for the weekend to meet, greet and detect with fans.

Watch for more details on Garrett’s web site, Facebook page, and on Instagram. We hope to see you there!